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Designing for Visualization in Motion:
Embedding Visualizations in Swimming Videos

Lijie Yao, Romain Vuillemot, Anastasia Bezerianos, and Petra Isenberg

Fig. 1: Embedded representations added to a swimming video of the 2021 French Championship using our technology probe. These show dynamically updating visualizations that move with the swimmers: distance to the leader and predicted winner (left), speed distance to a personal record (top right), and current speed and swimmers’ ages (bottom right). The left and bottom right images also show stationary embedded representations of the swimmers’ names, nationality, and elapsed time.

Abstract—We report on challenges and considerations for supporting design processes for visualizations in motion embedded in sports videos. We derive our insights from analyzing swimming race visualizations and motion-related data, building a technology probe, as well as a study with designers. Understanding how to design situated visualizations in motion is important for a variety of contexts. Competitive sports coverage, in particular, increasingly includes information on athlete or team statistics and records. Although moving visual representations attached to athletes or other targets are starting to appear, systematic investigations on how to best support their design process in the context of sports videos are still missing. Our work makes several contributions in identifying opportunities for visualizations to be added to swimming competition coverage but, most importantly, in identifying requirements and challenges for designing situated visualizations in motion. Our investigations include the analysis of a survey with swimming enthusiasts on their motion-related information needs, an ideation workshop to collect designs and elicit design challenges, the design of a technology probe that allows to create embedded visualizations in motion based on real data, and an evaluation with visualization designers that aimed to understand the benefits of designing directly on videos.

Index Terms—Embedded visualization, sports analytics, design framework, visualization in motion.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY sporting events embed visual representations of statistics related to athletes’ performance and race/game metadata in their broadcasts. These embeddings can range from simple metadata such as the current game/race time to complex computed statistics of shot performances, probabilities of hitting or winning, or speed of balls or other sports equipment. Visual representations often take the form of text, inserted temporarily at fixed locations on the display. With the availability of computer vision methods to track athletes, however, it becomes possible also to create situated visualizations in motion [1] that move entirely with the athletes [2] or equipment (e.g., balls, cars, ...). In swimming races, for example, record lines move along the pool according to an invisible athlete swimming at average record speed [3]–[5]; or in basketball [6], [7] visualizations on player shot-probabilities are shown with bar or donut charts above players’ heads. Yet, creating and testing designs for visualizations in motion is difficult as real-world sports contexts contain busy backgrounds with various motion characteristics and need to be designed to be informative but not distracting from the audience’s primary motivation: seeing and following the athletes and their performance.

In order to explore how to support design processes for such visualizations in motion, we focus on one specific sport, swimming, for the following reasons: (a) Similar to other sports, swimming has rich, dynamic data, that is already visualized to a limited extent. This indicates that the general public may be open to the addition of sophisticated visual representations. (b) There is the first evidence that people can very accurately read quantities from simple moving visualizations [1]. (c)
Working with sports videos is always difficult due to copyright constraints that may make sharing research results difficult. We have a standing collaboration with national swimming associations in our country and, therefore, the right to record, track, and share our own data from national competitions.

Our work involved three phases:

**Data Needs Identification & Visualization Ideation:** To seek opportunities for embedding visualizations in motion in live swimming races, we first reflected on previously visualized data items in professional competition broadcasts. We found that current visualizations in swimming competitions are very limited to simple data and representations. To further understand which other metadata the viewers of swimming broadcasts would be interested in, we conducted an online survey with 80 swimming enthusiasts. We found that our respondents were highly interested in several data items that are not currently part of professional swimming broadcasts and that would require detailed tracking and metadata collection. Next, to elicit possible designs for these data items and study ideation in this context with traditional methods, we conducted an ideation workshop that involved participants sketching on transparent films to simulate motion effects [8]–[10]. We collected various sketches and noted difficulties in designing for the motion context with the simulated motion. In particular, a lack of complexity and realism of the actual moving video context and non-updating data was mentioned.

**Technology Probe Development:** To bridge the gap between designing with a motion context and the lack of realistic motions and data updates, we implemented a technology probe [11] that lets users embed, design, and modify visualizations while having access to instantaneous previews. The technology probe includes a playable video with real tracking data, swimming data and visualization selectors, design parameter controls, and a layer panel. Our technology probe is designed to be field tested to inspire users to reflect on designing for motion and to elicit features for future tools. To avoid copyright conflicts, we collected our own videos and tracking data using our own annotation tool.

**Evaluation:** To investigate the benefits of real-time visual feedback during the design process of embedded situated visualization in motion and elicit feedback on features for future technologies in this context, we conducted a user study with designers. All our studies were preregistered on OSF; supplementary materials are available on https://osf.io/nxxyr4/. The technology probe SwimFlow can be accessed at https://motion.isenberg.cc/Swimming/index.

Following this research process, the main contributions of our work are findings on how to support the design process for moving situated embedded visualizations in videos. Specifically, we give reasons for why a full-motion design context is important. A secondary contribution involves insights into appropriate data and visualizations for swimming videos.

### II. RELATED WORK

Our research is closely related to the topic of situated and embedded visualizations [12], which are visualizations that represent information close to a data referent [13]. Specifically, we focus on embedded visualizations in a context involving motion. Our own past work introduced visualization in motion as a concept, a research agenda, and first evaluations of motion features that may affect the readability and design of visualizations in motion [1]. Nevertheless, this prior work did not consider the design process and challenges in the design of such visualizations and did not investigate a concrete design scenario as we do here. Here, we work concretely in the area of sports visual analytics and swimming in particular as a use-case. Consequently, we review how visualizations have been explored, designed, and embedded in videos. We complete the related work by discussing relevant related authoring methods.

#### A. Sports Visual Analytics

Situated visualization has gained a lot of traction in the augmented reality community. In their SportsXR work [14], Lin et al. provide several case studies of situated, sports-specific visualization designs in immersive environments for training, coaching, and fan experiences. Like us, the authors argue that videos play a central role as a situating context for visualization but that the data remains a challenge to extract accurately. Videos also play an important role as a reference [15] and as a validation mechanism since displayed data can be compared with the original scene. VisCommentator is related to our work in that it explored the combination of visualizations and computer vision with sports videos. The tool can, based on user selection, embed both static and animated visualizations in videos [16]. In contrast to our work, the visualizations are animated but not in motion according to our definition. Early work on soccer videos [17], maps players’ controlled zones to the soccer field, but only in single video frames.

Several companies (like Footovision [2] or SportsDynamics [18]) commercialize video augmentation tools that allow to embed simple statistical graphics in sports videos, often for highly funded sports such as soccer or basketball. In contrast to our work, the underlying technology is not grounded in empirical work and often focuses on simple effects and highlighting. Visualizations in these tools seem inspired by other video-related domains, such as video games [19]. Here, tiny visualizations, like health bars, are often attached to game characters and move with them. The research work most closely related to ours is embedded basketball visualizations for in-game analysis [7], [20]. In contrast to our work, Lin et al. [7] focused on studying how viewers would control the visibility of the visualizations and iBall [20] helped casual fans understand the game. Instead, we focus on how to support the design process of the visualizations and their embeddings.

Our work is also related to efforts in the visualization community that provide a novel lens on various sports data. Perin et al. [21] summarized designs that demonstrated the potential of sports visualization for both narrative and analytical processes. Most sports have been visualized, even if only little data was available. Examples include tools for table tennis [16], [22]–[24], soccer [17], [25], [26], basketball [27], [28], badminton [29], [30], and tennis [31]. Unlike us, this past work mainly targeted professional coaches and athletes.
We complement this past work by studying how to support the design process of creating embedded visualizations in motion based on real data needs and videos.

B. Authoring Tools for Adding Visualizations to Videos

Authoring tools for visualization allow to create bespoke visualizations in a graphical user interface without programming. In their critical reflection on authoring tools [32] Satyanarayan et al. review three tools: Lyra [33], Data Illustrator [34], and Charticator [35]. These and other tools focusing on powerful and creative data to mark mappings and configurations [36], [37], are built around the creation of static, non-moving visualizations. While we also provide authoring components in our technology probe, we focus on the discovery and implementation of features needed to design for the situated and moving context in swimming videos. Our probe is thus not as flexible and powerful as the fully-fledged past approaches for authoring bespoke visualizations.

Besides work on GUI-based authoring, researchers have also explored other novel methods. Sporthesia [38] is an example authoring system that takes a language-driven approach in the sports context where visualizations are automatically created based on commentary on the sports activity. Work in Augmented Reality (AR) has looked at how to design visualizations for a dynamic context. For example, RealitySketch [39] can attach simple statistical charts on a video based on tracked objects. The sketched charts relate to spatial data extracted from the object tracking. MARViST [40] is an authoring tool for the general public. It embeds glyph-based visual representations in AR by binding the glyphs to objects in the environment.

More broadly, our work relates to work on data videos. Data videos attempt to tell a story with data visualizations. Much of the literature centers around questions of how to create visualizations in videos to form a coherent narrative and an enjoyable watching experience [41]. Some work, however, has also considered how to embed charts directly in videos [15], [42]. In their design guidelines, Tang et al. [15], [42] mention motion factors, but these are primarily related to animating visualizations. Yet, several of their design and data-related considerations are relevant to us even though the authors considered non-sports-related videos. The authors recommend using colors that are in harmony with the videos, appropriate visual mappings, placing visualizations next to objects in the video, and avoiding overlap. Their design goals similarly apply to our context: avoid conflicts between visualization and video intent, enhance perception, increase appeal, reduce cognitive load, emphasize the data, and keep consistency. Ultimately, our goal is to improve our understanding of design processes that best allow designers to juggle these important factors in the creation of embedded visualization in motion.

III. DATA EXPLORATION & VISUALIZATION IDEATION

In order to base our exploration of design processes for situated visualizations in motion in current practices and real data needs, we followed a three-step process. We first analyzed current data and visualizations embedded in example swimming races. Our findings were then inspired to inform the creation of a crowdsourced survey that we ran to explore what an extended set of data swimming audiences might be interested in. Our survey was pre-registered at https://osf.io/qdbbg. Finally, we conducted an ideation workshop to generate designs corresponding to the data items that were most interesting according to our survey. Our goal was to elicit designs but also to see how participants would fare with a traditional design method in this context.

A. Review of Current Practice

To understand how to best support the design process of embedded visualizations, we first studied how visualizations are currently embedded in swimming broadcasts from three aspects: (a) which data is displayed using which representation, (b) visualization movement and placement on the screen, and (c) under which camera positions and perspectives. To explore these embedded visualization practices, we looked at a large corpus of videos, including the Olympics from 2008—2020 as well as the latest FINA world championships and the French nationals in their latest instance. We chose to focus on the 2020 Olympics races because they used more embedded representations than any of the other competitions.

The videos we analyzed covered all 4 strokes (freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly) and all 5 race lengths (50m, 100m, 200m, 400m, and the 4 × 100m medley). We looked at each race from the start signal until the last swimmer arrived. The detailed analysis is in the supplementary material.

Visualized Data and Representations: We classified the data visualized in the current races into swimmers’ metadata, including nationalities, names, and lane numbers; temporal information, such as the time taken from the start of the race to the current time (elapsed time) and the lap time difference between swimmers and a specific record; record-related information, like the word and the competition record; speed-related data — current speeds; and distance-related data — distance swam. Apart from the nationality represented by a flag and the record shown by a colored line (Fig. 2 (a)), all other data was displayed in text (e.g., Fig. 2 (b)).

Reflection: These data can be grouped into dynamic data, whose value changes over the course of a race (e.g., speed), and static data, whose value stays consistent (e.g., nationality). We noticed that the current visualized data covers only a very small part of the data that can be collected about swimming races. For example, the distance between two swimmers can be easily calculated according to the distance swam, and it is possible to predict if a

Fig. 2: Recreated examples of embedded visualizations for swimming from an internal prototype. (a) Swimmers’ current position circles and record line moving with the swimmers’ movement. (b) Stationary swimmers’ names in each lane. (a)(b) have a stationary timer in the top left corner. (Due to image permission considerations, these examples are from our own corpus).
swimmer may break a record. To more broadly cover potential data to be visualized, we first created a data matrix with the categories identified in the videos and reported before (5 data categories and 10 data items). We then expanded the data matrix through discussions with swimming practitioners and swimming-focused researchers who know of other data that can be captured during races and that they expressed particular interest in (an additional 3 data categories and 27 data items). The final data matrix can be seen in Table I. It includes 8 categories (with 37 example data items): time-related, speed-related, distance-related, external data, predictions, and swimmer’s metadata.

While we identified a large number of data items that could be visualized, which data might interest the general audience remained unknown, and how best to visualize them in the context of swimming races was similarly unclear. Therefore, we followed up with an online survey (Section III-B).

Movement Status and Situatedness: The majority of the currently visualized data in swimming videos is stationary without a change position on the display. Exceptions were speed labels and record lines: When swimmers were close to the end of their lane, a speed label, composed of the text of their current speed and a flag for their nationality. Record lines (Fig. 2 (a)) moved at the record holder’s average speed. These two moving visualizations were embedded close to the swimmer or embedded in the swimming pool (Fig. 2 (b)). The remaining visualized data remained static on the screen, usually in corner positions, with a large distance to the swimmer they were referring to. (e.g., Fig. 2: timer).

Table I: Swimming data matrix with example data items. A yellow highlight indicates the data items that are visualized statically in current swimming races; purple highlights the data captured and shown in motion. Elapsed time is the time gone by since the beginning of the race. Lap time is the time taken to complete one length of the pool. History of speed is a continuous time series representing the speed changes in the race. A passing happens when a swimmer overtakes another swimmer. A stroke is an arm movement with a specific technique used to propel the swimmer through the water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-related</th>
<th>Elapsed time</th>
<th>Current lap</th>
<th>Average lap</th>
<th>Lap differences to other swimmers</th>
<th>Lap differences to a record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed-related</td>
<td>Current speed</td>
<td>Average speed</td>
<td>Speed history</td>
<td>Acceleration, slow down</td>
<td>Speed differences to other swimmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance-related</td>
<td>Distance that a swimmer was from the pool</td>
<td>Remaining distance between two swimmers</td>
<td>Distance differences to leader</td>
<td>Side-by-side distance</td>
<td>Trace of movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions</td>
<td>Record number</td>
<td>Winner</td>
<td>Completion time</td>
<td>Next passing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>Distance per stroke</td>
<td>Reaction time</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Stroke count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swimmers’ metadata</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Lane number</th>
<th>Age, Gender</th>
<th>Height, weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record related</td>
<td>World record</td>
<td>Competition record</td>
<td>National record</td>
<td>Personal record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External data</td>
<td>Social Media followers</td>
<td>Social Media discussion</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflection: We saw that compared to the early Olympics videos (2008) we had initially looked at, the 2020 videos we analyzed included a more diverse set of embedded visualizations. We also saw that existing visualizations became more detailed, for example, by adding labels to explain the visualizations themselves. This might indicate an increased interest of audiences and public broadcasters to see and show embedded visualizations in sports. Yet, how to design future visualizations, how to attach them to a moving reference (e.g., a swimmer), and how to define their movement paths remains to be explored. In addition, there are currently no tools to let designers easily experiment with different designs. Designers may want to experiment with different visualization placements around a moving target, testing that the visualization remains legible throughout the moving trajectory, and checking if the data update frequency is too slow or too fast and, thus, distracting. In order to explore features of future prototyping tools for embedded visualizations in motion, we developed a technology probe [11] we call SwimFlow (Section IV).

Camera Shots: How a camera points at the swimming pool is important for the rendering of embedded visualizations as different camera shots influence the size and position of each swimming lane and, with it, the visualizations projected onto them. We found multiple camera shots used in swimming videos. These shots came from cameras positioned around the pool or underwater. The underwater shots were usually only shown briefly to highlight a small number of swimmers, often even only focusing on a single swimmer. Future visualizations shown in underwater scenes could benefit from the pure and consistent blue background of the pool, with very little visual interference (such as a few lane lines). The shots from outside the pool were more common. They showed overviews of multiple, if not all, swimmers and, as such, might be better for including comparative visualizations. On the other hand, these shots came at the cost of a more noisy and colorful background context to place the visualizations in (multiple lane lines, audiences, reflections, lighting, etc.). The camera shots outside and around the pool included a bird’s-eye view (top), side views, diagonal views, and transitions between them. In the diagonal view, swimmers swam along the diagonal of the screen – from the bottom right to the top left or from the bottom left to the top right corner.

Reflection: Similar to many other sports, swimming broadcasts change shots frequently and also include moving cameras that pan and rotate. For example, when swimmers turned around it was common to see a switch from an in-air shot to an underwater shot focused on the current leader. Consequently, not only did the swimmers’ positions change on the screen, but also the swimmers’ sizes and the angles from which they were shown could change within a few seconds or even less. For embedding data in swimming broadcasts, this means that viewers will have to be able to track visualizations across shots and be able to deal with the complexities of changing backgrounds and motion added by camera movement.

B. Surveying Data Interests

As we saw previously, despite the many types of data tracking that may be of interest to audiences, currently
TABLE II: Participants’ swimming race familiarity: distribution of races watched and their watching frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All races</th>
<th>Olympics</th>
<th>International</th>
<th>Continental</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Regional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All races</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost all races</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some races</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No races</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

visualized data in swimming races are quite limited, and embedded visualizations in motion are even more rare (Table I). There might be many reasons behind this scarcity of embedded visualizations: designers might not be aware of what audiences want to know, they might be afraid of causing too much distraction, or they might not have the data available. The first two challenges can be addressed by visualization research, the latter is more of a problem for computer vision and dedicated prototyping tools. Here, we start by providing a first empirical investigation of the data needs of swimming audiences and then move on to discuss how to support the design process.

Survey Procedure: We conducted an online survey on LimeSurvey [43] to gauge general audiences’ interest in specific data while watching swimming competitions on TV or live stream. We advertised the survey to swimming associations, on social media, and at a poster presentation [44]. We collected basic demographic information and the frequency at which participants watched certain swimming races on TV. Since the visual encodings embedded in broadcasts might differ by region, we asked participants to report their broad geographic location. The main part of the survey asked participants to rate their interest level per data item (Table I) on a 5-point Likert scale from not interested at all to extremely interested, with an extra option “I do not know/I did not understand the question.” To avoid people choosing the last option, we gave participants explanations for each data item in text or graphical form (e.g., graphics for distance difference to leader & side-by-side distance between two swimmers). We also allowed participants to add additional data items of interest. The order of data categories, as well as data items, was randomized per participant. During the description of results, we make use of the data type icons from Table I and the representation icons in Section III-A. For example, a static representation of metadata using a symbol would be described as ![static](image)

Participants: In total, we gathered complete answers from 80 participants: 27/80 ♀, 52/80 ♂, 1/80 unspecified; 65/80 lived in Europe, 8/80 lived in North America, 6/80 lived in Asia, 1/80 lived in Africa; the ages of participants ranged from 18 to older than 75 [2]. Participants’ familiarity with swimming races is reported in Table II. 75/80 participants reported that they had already seen visualizations in motion on TV in the form of nationality flags, current speed text, current location. The workshop was led by the first author of this paper, who did not participate in the exercise.

Results and Findings: Participants’ interest in each data item is depicted in Fig. 3. In blue on the right is the percentage of participants who expressed interest. Labels for data items with an interest level over 70% (70/37) are shown on the left, and below 70% (70/37) on the right. The data items added by participants are not shown in the figure because they were rare but can be found in the supplementary material.

Data Categories of Interest: Out of the data items that received an interest level above 70%, 20/30 belonged to dynamic updating data, while the remaining 10/30 were static data. Participants found all time-related, speed-related, predictions, swimming techniques, and record-related interesting, while external data received the least amount of interest.

Data Items of Interest: The three data items we found moving with swimmers in the past Olympic broadcasts (current speed, flags, and record lines) received high-interest rankings (above 89%). The world record in particular was ranked as extremely interesting by participants. However, we also saw data items at the top of our list that were not yet part of current broadcasts. The distance between the current leader and other swimmers stood out with the second highest rating.

The participants also expressed interest in other subtle differences between swimmers, including time-related and speed-related data, such as lap time differences and speed differences to a record and/or other swimmers. Of these, we only saw lap differences from the world record be briefly displayed in races at the national level or higher.

In addition to the differences between swimmers, the participants showed a keen interest in the swimmers themselves. This makes sense since being submerged in water makes it difficult to identify who is who. Participants highly valued swimmer’s metadata, such as their names and personal records. Surprisingly, our respondents were also highly interested in swimming techniques, including the swimmers’ reaction time and the diving distance. This data is not only absent from the current Olympic broadcast but also rarely orally mentioned by commentators.

Some of the data that was the least interesting we had considered interesting ourselves: swimmers’ movement traces, for example, and the distance to neighboring lane. Gender was also not of much interest, perhaps because the mixed-gender medley only made its debut at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

In summary, our survey showed a huge potential for augmenting swimming videos with embedded data about the race. Only 7 of our 37 data items had interest levels below 70%, and we found many data items of interest that are not yet common in public swimming broadcasts.

C. An Ideation Workshop

The main goal of our following ideation workshop was to elicit possible representations for popular data items for our technology probe. In addition, we observed challenges of traditional sketching as an ideation technique [45] for a motion context. The participants of our workshop were 4 senior visualization researchers (including two co-authors) and 3 students (2 Masters and 1 PhD student) working in the area of visualization. The workshop was led by the first author of this paper, who did not participate in the exercise.
Fig. 3: Survey results: Participants’ interest level in seeing visualization in swimming races for each data item. A black horizontal line separates the data items included in our technology probe (Section IV). A yellow highlight indicates the data items that are already visualized statically in current races; purple highlights the data visualized in motion.

Fig. 4: Workshop procedure: A participant (a) sketches her design on a transparent sheet with a printed background below, and (b) presents her design by attaching the transparent sheet on a whiteboard for all others to see.

Procedure: The facilitator first presented a summary of the review (Section III-A), as well as the results of the online survey (Section III-B), and introduced the sketching materials. Next, participants completed one design round per data category (Table I). In each round, participants had 10 minutes to sketch a design (Fig. 4 (a)) and 3 minutes to present (Fig. 4 (b)). Participants sketched their designs (Table I) on transparent sheets placed over one of five printed random frames from the women’s 200m butterfly final at the Tokyo 2020 Olympics [46]. Participants could slide their transparent sheets over the background images to simulate motion. At the end of the workshop, participants voted for their favorite designs.

Designs and Results: We saw a variety of designs (n=46, all available in supp. materials). People drew representations already seen in broadcasts (nationality flags, lines, and text) but also a variety of new representations. This is not surprising as all participants had a visualization background. We grouped the sketched visual representations into 4 categories: graphics (21/46) were small pictogrammatic, iconic, or symbolic graphics that may indicate positions and categorical information. They could also be custom data-driven graphics akin to data glyphs that change shape based on data. Examples included flags to show who is predicted to win or arrows whose length and width encode the distance to a leader; lines (14/46) were representations of absolute or relative positions drawn to represent, for example, record lines, position traces, or two parallel lines whose position indicates a distance difference; text (15/46) was used to write out quantitative or categorical information; for example, the current race time or the name of a swimmer; and charts (11/46) were traditional data representations such as pie, donut, or bar charts. 32/46 visualizations were designed to connect directly to the swimmers and move with them, while 14/46 visualizations were located relative to the swimming pool. Participants tended to embed simple data items, such as the current speed, as close as possible to the swimmer, sometimes even overlapping with the swimmer. Participants preferred to attach more complex data items, which require more display space, to the swimming pool even if the data was dynamically updated. For example, one participant attached a visualization about the estimated winner and three participants embedded distance swam/rest to the side of the pool. 16/46 visualizations combined multiple representations, such as dynamically updating data with annotations and comparisons between/across swimmers.

Sketching Challenges: We had prepared the sketching exercise in a way that would allow people to experiment with motion using transparent overlays akin to sketching techniques for user interactions [47]. In practice, we observed that this did not work very well for the participants. Motion factors could only be tested well when the underlying images of the pool included no perspective distortion; when a design was overlayed on a pool screenshot taken at an angle, the design would slide into different lanes when the transparent sheet was moved, and the fact that the design did not correctly change size became disturbing. Moreover, moving components that could affect visuals, such as the visible part of the swimmer, splash, and shadows, could not be accounted for. Besides, the movement effects of sliding the transparent sheets are only a part of the factors that need to be taken into account — the asynchronous motion between background, data referent, and visualizations made it additionally difficult for participants to imagine what their designs might look like, especially when the designs showed dynamically updating data.

IV. TOWARDS IN-CONTEXT EDITABLE VIS IN MOTION: A TECHNOLOGY PROBE — SwimFlow

To be able to study how to better design for the motion context, we implemented a technology probe — SwimFlow that included a set of basic features for prototyping visualizations in motion coupled with a video. Technology probes [11] are simple, flexible technologies used to field test the usage of technology in real-world settings. They are not prototypes of fully functional systems but instead are tools to inspire ideas for new future technologies. As such, our probe includes the basic requirements for deployment with designers: real data, an underlying video, a simple set of visualization authoring features, features to define the embedding of visualizations, and video playback options. In this section, we first describe
the design of SwimFlow, followed by the process of preparing video and tracking data, and end by introducing its components.

A. Authoring Probe Design

SwimFlow (Fig. 7) targets professional or amateur designers who regularly use prototyping tools as part of their workflow. SwimFlow allows users to synchronously embed visualizations, edit designs, and preview motion effects corresponding to the moving entities in a playable video. While we identified the need to support multiple camera shots in our exploration of current practices, for our probe, we decided to use only a single shot. Including multiple shots would have required us to have a much more complicated tool and data backend than we needed to study the prototyping of situated visualizations on video. As such, we chose to provide a bird’s-eyes view that gave a good overview of the entire pool and all swimmers and a stable visual focus. Thus, any issues found in designing with our probe and camera shot would also affect more complex design settings. SwimFlow has three main parts: (a) a demo video with attached tracking data, (b) a set of visualization layers over a playable video, and (c) an interactive UI. The visualizations are rendered as overlays over the video — using tracking data, visualizations can move synchronously with data referents but stay on their own visualization layer. The separation of video and visualization layer allows us: (a) to achieve smooth motion and (b) to make it possible for SwimFlow to adapt to various videos and shot types. We developed the interface using web technologies, including JS, HTML, and CSS. The graphical implementation and motion rendering were realized on a Canvas object. We prepared the video we currently use in SwimFlow as well as its tracking data ourselves to avoid later copyright issues with sharing our work.

B. Video and Tracking Data Preparation

To have a fixed spatial reference system, the demo video embedded in SwimFlow underwent several pre-processing steps, including combining two videos, which were recorded separately from the side stands of a swimming pool (side view: Fig. 6 (a)(b)), into a unique video as seen from above (bird’s-eye view: Fig. 6 (c)). Here, we describe our video combination, which we realized using a standard computer vision warping technique and our tracking data extraction. All scripts and tools are in the supplementary material.

Video Recording: We recorded multiple swimming races during the 2021 Montpellier French National Championship, with the authorization of the French National Swimming Federation (FFN [48]). We used the Women 100m breaststroke video in our work.

We set up two side-by-side cameras (Fig. 5), as one camera could not cover the entire pool or would have created too much distortion due to a FishEye effect. Each camera covered half of the swimming pool and captured the race in 4K resolution at 50 frames per second.

Fig. 5: Video recording setup: left and right cameras independently recorded half of the pool.

A. Authoring Probe Design

SwimFlow (Fig. 7) targets professional or amateur designers who regularly use prototyping tools as part of their workflow. SwimFlow allows users to synchronously embed visualizations, edit designs, and preview motion effects corresponding to the moving entities in a playable video. While we identified the need to support multiple camera shots in our exploration of current practices, for our probe, we decided to use only a single shot. Including multiple shots would have required us to have a much more complicated tool and data backend than we needed to study the prototyping of situated visualizations on video. As such, we chose to provide a bird’s-eyes view that gave a good overview of the entire pool and all swimmers and a stable visual focus. Thus, any issues found in designing with our probe and camera shot would also affect more complex design settings. SwimFlow has three main parts: (a) a demo video with attached tracking data, (b) a set of visualization layers over a playable video, and (c) an interactive UI. The visualizations are rendered as overlays over the video — using tracking data, visualizations can move synchronously with data referents but stay on their own visualization layer. The separation of video and visualization layer allows us: (a) to achieve smooth motion and (b) to make it possible for SwimFlow to adapt to various videos and shot types. We developed the interface using web technologies, including JS, HTML, and CSS. The graphical implementation and motion rendering were realized on a Canvas object. We prepared the video we currently use in SwimFlow as well as its tracking data ourselves to avoid later copyright issues with sharing our work.

B. Video and Tracking Data Preparation

To have a fixed spatial reference system, the demo video embedded in SwimFlow underwent several pre-processing steps, including combining two videos, which were recorded separately from the side stands of a swimming pool (side view: Fig. 6 (a)(b)), into a unique video as seen from above (bird’s-eye view: Fig. 6 (c)). Here, we describe our video combination, which we realized using a standard computer vision warping technique and our tracking data extraction. All scripts and tools are in the supplementary material.

Video Recording: We recorded multiple swimming races during the 2021 Montpellier French National Championship, with the authorization of the French National Swimming Federation (FFN [48]). We used the Women 100m breaststroke video in our work.

We set up two side-by-side cameras (Fig. 5), as one camera could not cover the entire pool or would have created too much distortion due to a FishEye effect. Each camera covered half of the swimming pool and captured the race in 4K resolution at 50 frames per second.

Fig. 6: Screen shots of the self-recorded video from the left (a), the right (b) camera, and the final combined video of a simulated bird’s-eye view (c).

Video Combination: To create the bird’s-eye view of the entire pool (Fig. 6 (c)), we followed the following process:

- To remove unwanted camera movements, we detected key points on every frame to achieve video stabilization (usually the field landmarks, such as the center and the corners on most sports fields or the distance markers alongside the run tracks).
- For two videos to be played simultaneously, we manually selected 4 representative points of each half side of the swimming pool to achieve homographic projection. Then, we calculated the video transformations to simulate a camera as seen from above the pool using the OpenCV 4 warpPerspective function.
- To reach color balancing and purify the background, we matched color tones and calculated the median image to achieve background homogenization.

Tracking Data Annotation: To generate tracking data of swimmers’ positions, we manually annotated the video using an in-house annotation tool (similar to labelImg [49]), designed explicitly for annotating swimmers’ positions. As annotating swimmers’ positions for each video frame is time-consuming, we annotated the \((x, y)\) coordinates per swimmer per stroke (i.e., for breaststroke, occurring, in general, less than one second. We annotated positions when the swimmer’s head was at its highest). To obtain continuous tracking data for each video frame, we interpolated strokes by multiplying the average speed between two strokes and the delta time per video frame.

C. User Interface Introduction

SwimFlow contains many features. Instead of describing them individually, we group features by function type. Each group of features contains multiple UI elements. Since our goal was to ultimately use SwimFlow as a technology probe, we did not attempt to implement features as complex as those present in other visualization authoring systems (see Section II-B).

Setup (S): Designers begin by selecting a data item to represent from a drop-down menu (Fig. 7 (S.1)). The dropdown menu contains all data items with an interest level over 75% from our online survey—together with a donut chart of its exact interest percentage. Next, users can choose from a pre-defined representation we made available based on the designs collected in our workshop (Fig. 7 (S.2)). Other pre-defined visualizations can be easily added to the probe. Once data and a basic representation are selected, the designer can proceed to customize the visualization and its embedding parameters (Fig. 7 (R)) and play it back (Fig. 7 (P)).
Extend Explanation Part

Fig. 7: SwimFlow: (S) Setup: Data item (S.1) and representation (S.2) selectors. (R) Embedding parameters - R.1: a lane selector, a switch to attach visualizations to swimmers or the pool, a switch to align visualizations, and sliders to modify the distance between visualizations and their data referents; Visual encoding parameters - R.2: Sliders to adjust size and rotation, a color picker and transparency slider, and layers; Visualization combination - R.3: a layer panel to adjust the visibility and hierarchy of visualizations. (P) Playback: a video play/pause button with a video progress bar (P.1), the video view (P.2).

Visualization and Embedding Customization (R): Core features of SwimFlow concern the embedding specification of each visualizations. Designers can select for which lanes the visualizations should be displayed with a lane selector; and for which data referents (swimmers or lanes). By default, visualizations are set to be connected with swimmers and move with them. Users can move the visualizations above/below the swimmers or closer/further to the swimmers by dragging position sliders. Users can switch the data referent from swimmers to the swimming pool by turning off the “move with swimmer” switch. Once turned off, visualizations will remain at the position where they last stopped. The position controls will now act in reference to the swimming pool (Fig. 8). The align switch can then be used to align visualizations and edge buttons can be clicked to embed visualizations at one of the 4 edges of the pool.

SwimFlow also provides the flexibility to flip the moving visualizations’ position when swimmers turn. With a pressed flip button, a visualization behind the swimmer during their forward movement will automatically flip to be in front of the swimmer after their turn. Additionally, representations with an orientation property, such as an indicated arrow, will be automatically mirrored once the swimmer turns.

Fig. 9: The position of the acceleration graphic (a) is flipped after their turn (b), and its direction is mirrored.

Representations can be modified in terms of their size, rotation, color, and transparency. Users can manipulate sliders to modify the height and width of graphics, lines, and charts, as well as the font size and stroke weight of text. A color picker and transparency slider allow to modify colors for most elements (except for certain graphics such as flags). When a color is modified, a color history block is created to aid in the reuse of colors.

A layer panel similar to those in common graphic editing tools (Fig. 7 (R.3)) allows to combine multiple visualizations. Users can save the current design to layers and adjust the overlapping order by dragging and dropping the layer labels. Users can directly reload an already saved layer by single-clicking the layer name or rename layers by double-clicking. For all lanes users can make a visualization invisible using the visible icon and delete a visualization with the trash icon.

Playback (P): To test how a visualization appears under motion SwimFlow incorporates a video play/pause button and a video progress bar (Fig. 7 (P.1)), giving users the ability to not only see the visualizations move but also to get a feel for how the represented data changes over time. The designs can be modified while the video is either playing or paused.

Additional features: SwimFlow also includes undo/redo buttons in the top left corner that act on the currently selected data item and actions performed on its current representation. Furthermore, users can share their designs as non-modifiable playable videos via a shareable link offered by SwimFlow [50].

D. SwimFlow Summary

The SwimFlow design probe has partially similar functions as general video editing tools have (e.g., timelines, layers, undo, redo...). However, SwimFlow additionally has a large number of functions that do not exist in conventional video editing tools. It provides rich design parameter controllers that support users in choosing and customizing visualizations, modifying their size and aesthetics. In addition, SwimFlow allows to embed
The study had two phases. In the first, designers created their visualizations using SwimFlow on a static screenshot from the video. After they had completed their design, we showed them what their design looked like on the video. In the second phase, participants refined their design on the video with all features for video playback enabled. The study lasted approximately 1 hour. We collected quantitative and qualitative feedback to understand the differences between the two design processes.

The study began with a consent form and a short demographic questionnaire. We first showed participants an Olympics swimming video to give them an understanding of the context and application scenario they would be designing for. Next, we showed a tool tutorial video and gave a 5-minute tool exploration time in which participants could experiment with the visualization generation and embedding features. Then, participants began Phase 1:

- **Motion-limited mode:** We presented a stripped-down version of the tool in which the play/pause button and video progress bar were hidden. Instead, we showed a video frame in which swimmers were at the left-center, center, or right-center of the pool. The frames we used were different for each participant and included different stages of the race (towards the beginning, in the middle, or towards the end of the race). We ensured that in all frames, the space in front and behind all swimmers was large enough to allow room for embedding visualizations. Designers could use all other features of SwimFlow related to setup (S) and data visualization (R) but could only preview their design on static frames. In addition, participants could drag sliders that determined the x- or y-position of the visualizations to simulate movement, akin to the sketching scenario in our workshop (Section III-C).

There was, similarly, no dynamic update of the visualized data nor any movement of the swimmers. The choice to let our design probe behave as a digital version of the method we used in our ideation workshop was deliberate. As such, it acted as a baseline to study the challenges of designing without dedicated motion support. In the 15-minute duration of this phase, we asked participants to create at least 3 data representations but gave no upper limit. Once the time was up, they were allowed to finish the design of the visualization they were currently working on but not to add new ones. We then asked our participants to rate on a 7-point Likert scale how satisfied they were with their present design. Next, participants visited a link to see a playable video with their designs embedded.

After participants had previewed their designs on the playing video, we asked them to rate their satisfaction again with the same rating scale. We then conducted a first interview, asking participants what changes they would like to make to their designs after seeing all the embedded designs in the playing video. Our participants then moved to the second phase of the study:

- **Full-motion mode:** In this phase, the video play/pause button and video progress bar were available to participants. They could design on the playing video and simultaneously preview the data updates and all motion effects (moving swimmers, water splashes, . . .). They could also stop the video, change their design, and restart the video again. We asked participants to continue to improve their previous designs and told them that they were free to add/remove/change data, designs, as well as their embedding parameters in any way they wished (with a playing video or without). Once they were
satisfied with their final designs or 10 minutes had passed, they could submit their design. Similar to the previous phase, participants were allowed to finish the current ongoing design once they had reached the 10-minute mark. After submitting their designs, participants could again view a playable video of their final result via a sharable link that SwimFlow provided. Again, we asked participants to rate their satisfaction with their design on a 7-point Likert scale. We also asked to what extent they thought the final designs had improved and which mode they preferred to design in. We finally asked several open-ended questions on the design process in a second interview, with a focus on asking them to elaborate on their overall preference, what they had envisioned but could not do with the tool, and, more generally, to elicit feedback on missing features.

### B. Participants

As we set out to understand the impact of motion in the design process, we focused on participants with existing design experiences that could reflect on their process. We recruited them by advertising via mailing lists, through the network of authors, as well as through contacts mentioned by our participants. In total, we recruited 4 female, 3 male, and 1 gender-unspecified graphic designer. Participants reported their ages in 10-year bins from 18–54 years: with most participants in the ranges of 25—44 years. They were either professional designers 5/8 or self-reported as “partial designers” (doing design work as a part-time job or having been trained as a designer previously). The non-professional designers were currently either visualization and human-computer interaction researchers 2/8 (including a design instructor) or students in design 1/8. They reported a high level of experience in graphic design (Table III 1st row). Participants also reported using design tools and reading or creating visualizations frequently. Details are found in our supplementary material. We note that visualizations in motion and embedded visualization is a relatively new research direction in visualization [1], [12] and the topic is highly specific. Thus, as of yet, there are no dedicated “embedded or moving visualization designers” in the labor market. Our participants, however, were qualified to design visualizations and have done so in various contexts before. All 8 participants involved in our experiment are professionals or formal graphic designers, 3/8 participants had over 15 years of design experience, while another 2 participants had experience in design with motion factors.

### C. Results: Design Decisions Making

We report here the designs produced from our study and the analysis of the first interview.

#### Designs Produced & Changes Made

While the purpose of this study is not to critique the produced designs, we report a high-level summary as an overview of the features used. In motion-limited mode, participants created 44 visualizations, from 4–7 per participant. The majority of the designs 31/44 were meant to be in motion and attached to swimmers, and the remaining 13 were meant to be attached statically to the pool. Visualizations in motion represented data from some of our data categories, including swimmer’s metadata, speed-, distance, and record-related data. The most common data items were the swimmers’ nationality and distance to the leader, both chosen by 7 times and various representations of world, Olympic, or personal records, as well as the current speed (5 times each; 7 stands for the word “times” here and below). Visualizations in motion were never represented with traditional charts but almost equally often with text (12 times) and graphics (11 times). Lines were used 8 times. The static visualizations were very diverse. Only the swimmers’ name occurred more than once. Text was the most frequently used representation type 8/13, followed by Graphics (4 times) and Lines (1 time).

In full-motion mode, participants embedded a total of 48 designs, from 4–8 per person. The majority were in motion 30/48 and attached to swimmers. The remaining 18 designs were static and attached to the pool. Compared to the motion-limited design mode, visualizations in motion now came from all our data categories. The distance to the leader was clearly the most common representation 9/30. The number of nationality representations saw the largest drop from 7 to 4. Instead, participants added representations of predicted record breaks (3 times). The number of text representations dropped from 12 to 8, while graphics became the most frequent representation type (12 times) followed by lines (10 times). For visualizations staying static on the screen, the most frequent representations were of metadata, specifically nationality and swimmer names (4/18 each). The order of frequently used representations for static visualizations was the same as in the motion-limited design mode: text was the most frequent (9 times), followed by graphics (7 times), and one chart and line representation each.

Designs contained 4 more representations in the full-motion mode than in the motion-limited mode. However, visualizations in motion embedded in the video decreased from 75% to 50% of the total designs because participants found their initial designs too overwhelming and reduced the amount of moving visualizations. 6/8 participants added one or more new representations in the full-motion design mode. Half of
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### Table III: Study with Designers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Experience</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the participants removed 1–3 previously added representations. Of the existing designs, 3/8 participants changed their motion status (2 designs were made static, and 1 changed to in-motion). All participants adjusted visual encoding parameters for their representations during the full-motion design phase.

**Reasons for Changed Designs:** Based on the designers’ interview responses, we explain the reasons behind modifications made to designs in full-motion mode.

**Added representations:** Six participants added representations for the following reasons: (a) to complete information, which no longer seemed to be self-explanatory after seeing the embedded visualizations change on the played video (e.g., adding a text annotation for the lines of distance differences to the current leader) (2 participants); (b) to compare between data items that had previously not seemed important; for example, one participant added a diving distance representation to compare with the distance differences to the current leader. Their goal was to see if a starting advantage could be maintained over the race (1 participant); (c) two participants found that they visually had more space to embed visualizations in the full-motion mode; and (d) two participants added more data due to a newly found personal interest.

**Removed representations:** Four participants removed representations. (a) One participant found some data not as useful as previously thought because it had been hard to imagine how data changed over time. For example, one participant found that only one was enough to be shown for a national competition; (b) another participant found that some data would not change over the course of the race, so it was unnecessary to let it move with swimmers as it might distract the audience. The lap time, for example, updates only after one lap is completed; (c) two participants cited changed interests.

**Modified representations:** participants modified representations according to several characteristics.

- **Encoding parameters:** Two participants adjusted encoding parameters, in particular color and transparency. One participant had misunderstood the motion direction and had used categorical colors opposite to their intention (for speed up rather than slow down), which they then fixed. Another participant changed a color to one they felt fit the video context better. Three participants switched some representations’ motion status. Two mentioned that their data did not change over time or based on the swimmers’ position; thus, they did not have a good reason to let the representation move with swimmers. One participant commented that although metadata was related to the swimmer, situating it with the swimming pool was a better choice, as it would free the space around the swimmer for data that would update in real-time. One participant changed a static visualization to be in motion without giving a specific reason.

D. Results: Design Mode Preference

Here, we first report on participants’ shifts in satisfaction between design modes as well as design mode preferences (Table III). We then, according to our second interview, explain in detail what led to the shifts in satisfaction and choice of design mode preference.

**Shifts in Satisfaction & Design Mode Preference:** Half 4/8 of our participants decreased their satisfaction after seeing how their static design looked on the video. 3/8 designers reported similar satisfaction as before. Only one designer was more satisfied with their static design. On the other hand, almost all designers 7/8 were more satisfied with their design produced in the full-motion mode. When asked, compared with the designs from the motion-limited mode (after seeing the rendering video), to what extent their design had been improved with the full-motion mode, 7/8 of the participants stated that their designs were improved by 1–4 points, out of 7-Likert points. One participant declined to respond. More telling is the overall preference of the design mode: All designers preferred to design with full-motion mode.

**Reasons for Satisfaction Shift & Design Mode Preference:** *Shifts in satisfaction:* In motion-limited mode, the four participants who decreased their satisfaction after seeing the played video mentioned the following reasons: (a) two did not recognize the correct moving direction and put visualizations in the wrong place; (b) one found that they had added too much text, which was hard to read while playing the video; (c) another designer complained that the motion effect did not match their expectation — the world record line was behind swimmers at the beginning of the race. This happened because the moving speed of the record line was calculated by dividing the total distance by the record time (as is done in the Olympics). Thus, the line moves at the average speed of the record keeper instead of their real-time speed, which can confuse audiences. The three participants who maintained their satisfaction commented that the played video largely matched their expectation, especially when seeing the motion effects matching with the moving entities in the video. Thus, they were not surprised or frustrated. The participant who largely increased their satisfaction said they were at first not satisfied
with their designs before seeing the played video because the design method was totally different from what they were used to — sketching on a storyboard. They disliked the predefined visualizations and wanted to customize all visualizations by themselves. However, after seeing the video, they found the video “super cool” — all their designs had life and could move with swimmers or stay static on the swimming pool. They were so excited to see the rendered video because it was largely beyond their expectation. Thus, they gave the highest satisfaction, not for the design, but for the rendered video.

In full-motion mode, the seven participants increased their satisfaction because they had the opportunity to manipulate their designs in the same context in which their final design would be used. They mentioned that the full-motion mode gave them immediate visual feedback, which encouraged them to polish their designs and helped them to meet their designs expectations; much less mental effort was demanded of them, and participants appreciated that they no longer had to speculate about what designs would look like. The participant who did not rate their satisfaction explained that, without comparison, they did not know how to evaluate their satisfaction as they had never used a similar design method.

Design Mode Preference: We observed that designers played videos in the full-motion mode for two reasons: (1) to preview the designs they created on the video screenshots and (2) to change designs while the video was playing. The second case was the most common case.

Full-motion mode was reported as the preferred design mode for the following benefits:

- Motion identification: Five participants said that the full-motion mode helped them to identify the correct moving direction, select which data items to add, let them choose better where to put things, check the conflicts between visualizations as well as overlap with swimmers, and get more feedback.
- Accessibility to dynamic data updates: Five participants reported that in the full-motion mode, they became aware of the updating frequency of a data item, which helped them to assign the movement status per item and check how the corresponding visualization would change. Participants were able to identify and de-prioritize data items that were updated less frequently than expected (e.g., lap time) and switched them either to static representations or to simpler visuals.
- Flexibility of motion control: Four participants mentioned that with the flexibility of pausing, they could polish their design in detail and check design behavior at specific moments, such as turning.
- Instantaneous preview: Three participants said that as a designer, they should understand and be certain about their design before publishing it to the public. Thus, it was important to be able to have a quick design-reflect-redesign phase — previewing the effect of their design and making modifications.
- Context awareness and confidence: Three participants also much appreciated directly editing in the same context as the final product, which gave them confidence about their design as well as the final artistic product.
- Expectation match: Two participants stated that it would seem natural to do manipulations directly on the video if they were asked to design things for a motion context.

On the other hand, motion-limited mode was commented on in almost the inverse way. Participants found it hard to imagine the final product, and their design to be uncertain, unreliable, or confusing, they also misunderstood the swimming direction, and found it hard to avoid conflicts.

E. Results: Authoring Probe Improvement

During the second interview, participants also requested additional functions for SwimFlow. A set of features they wanted were, unsurprisingly, related to the more flexible specification of the visual encoding, akin to modern visualization authoring tools, which were too numerous to include in our probe. Some requests, however, were also related to the motion context and the situated visualization. Participants wanted some features akin to video editing tools that would allow them to select when representations would be visible. Others wanted visual effects like zoom-in/out or fade-in/out features to draw attention. Participants also voiced a wish for more data referents to which visualizations could be attached to, for example, to place a visualization relative to another visualization’s position.

VI. DISCUSSION

Overall, we found that the full-motion design context, and in particular the ability to see design changes reflected immediately with moving referents, was extremely helpful. The ability to play video and embedded visualizations together increased designers’ satisfaction with their final designs. As such, it seems an important area for future work to develop prototyping and production tools for in-situ visualization in motion scenarios. Yet, several considerations arose from our work and the study results:

A. Impact of Context-Coupled Design on Vis Choices

When we started our work, we expected that the moving context (swimmers, background) would affect the design experience, as most authoring tools usually start with a blank canvas. We began our exploration on designing embedded visualizations in motion using traditional mechanisms that involved sketching on transparent overlays that allowed to move visualizations over a background image [8]–[10]. We observed that when designing on such a static frame, even when movement could be simulated, it was hard for designers to imagine the potential change of movement of the referents and the dynamics of the data attached to them. We observed similar problems in the motion-limited context when designers used our probe on a static video frame. Often, issues with visualization choices (color, transparency) and their placement were only noticed when designers could preview their designs, the data updated, and the corresponding entities moved together.

The importance of the playable video to design situated visualizations in motion is supported by the fact that all of the designers tweaked their visualizations, and more than half...
added/removed visualizations after seeing the video preview. Benefits of a video preview have been found in other tasks and contexts, such as turning visualizations on/off by audiences [16], [38]. Here we are able to explain where benefits come from. We saw, for example, that the availability of a full-motion design mode influenced the selection of representations. Some designers were reluctant to add multiple moving visualizations when designing with incomplete contextual motion, and often added text as the simplest representation. Nevertheless, when they actually saw their completed design in motion with the referent, they felt that the visuals were more subtle than expected and that they could add more moving components. Designers also found that graphics were easier to track than text when they were moving. Thus, context-coupled design with complete motion effects impacted not just simple visual design choices (such as color or position) but also data representations.

Arguably, the most surprising were visualization changes due to the data values themselves. While playing their designs in the video, several designers noticed that some data elements they considered important and were often attached to the swimmer, were, in fact, not updating regularly or not as expected. Thus, designers decided it did not make sense to give them prominent positions, such as the regions around the swimmer, and either removed them or reverted to static visualizations. We plan to investigate in future research if these findings apply in other moving contexts, for example, in sports or games where trajectories are not necessarily as linear as in swimming.

As a disclaimer: some of our findings related to design choices may have been impacted by our study design. We did not show the target video to participants before the task started. Instead, we showed a short Olympic video to give context. Not having the final video meant that participants did not need to try and memorize possible events and track performance when they were designing on the static frame. We do not know how this choice impacted final designs; for example, if designers had memorized key events, they might have placed visualizations differently and they may have changed their preferences.

While we found advantages to the full-motion design mode, future tools inspired by our findings will not necessarily replace traditional methods such as sketching for prototyping. For example, people could sketch a set of first ideas using their preferred method (paper-based designs, storyboards, video presentations, cardboard mockups, etc.) and then switch to a design tool to try them out and refine them. We can also consider intermediate prototyping approaches, adapting sketching methodologies to a motion context; for example sketch-based authoring tools that allow designers to sketch visualizations on videos directly. Existing sketch-based authoring tools (e.g., [39], [51]), can indeed combine sketching with data-binding. However, they need to be adapted to preview videos and to provide object and trajectory detection in order to help designers attach their sketched visualizations to data referents.

**Summary:** The study with our technology probe is a first exploration focused on how to *design* embedded visualizations in a motion context and, in particular, with visualizations that are meant to move with their referents. The most significant finding from the study is the importance for designers to see the motion of referents together with visualizations but, very importantly, also to see how the visualized data updated with movement. While our probe only targeted the swimming context, we hypothesize that the importance of the full-motion mode will also hold for design environments that target other types of sports, in particular, if these other sports include very complex and dynamic types of movement. Yet, with other types of motion and contextual factors in other sports, a future tool might need dedicated features to address these complexities. The combination of sketching and full-motion contexts is an interesting future avenue for research on the design process for embedded visualizations in motion.

**B. Tool Complexity**

Our study was based on a technology probe which, by design, is not a complete system but instead is meant to help envision what a complete visualization authoring tool for a motion context would look like. Specifically, participants expressed the need for visualization authoring features found in complete authoring tools such as Charticulator [35], Lyra [33], or Data Illustrator [32]. But they also requested features from full video editing tools, such as zoom in/out, fade in/out, control of timings, etc. In addition to these two sets of features, we also need to provide ways for designers to embed and anchor their visualizations to particular moving objects (as we do in our technology probe), assuming such objects are pre-identified. If they are not identified, designers also need to define trajectories for their moving visualizations. There may even need to be features to define the updating of dynamic data (like the current swimmer speed) as the video is playing: how often to update which data, how to highlight changes, etc.

Furthermore, we need to further study the impact of these features for the visualization designer and reader. Swimming mainly contains linear trajectories, but irregular trajectories are more common in other scenarios, such as ball sports and video games. Irregular movement can lead to overlap between entities. How to support designers to overcome such overlap between embedded visualizations is still a challenge. The moving speed is another aspect that might affect design decisions. Previous work from Yao et al. [1] showed that not only irregular trajectories, but also higher speeds will lead to more errors in visualization reading. How to design readable visualization in a motion context, especially with variation speeds, is also an open question. Besides, the movement direction might also impact the visualization design, especially for arrow-like icons. For example, in swimming, turnings might happen non-synchronously between swimmers and, as such, can lead to two visualizations, such as arrows, facing opposite directions. Similar situations where various movement directions are involved, also exist in other sports, such as team sports with many moving teammates (soccer, basketball, etc.). How to help audiences avoid direction misunderstanding still needs further tests and explorations.

A large number of functionalities are desirable to support the design of visualizations in motion. However, are all features essential? What are, in the end, the key features for such authoring tools to avoid overloaded interfaces and feature fatigue? Should one single authoring tool attempt to cover
the entire design process, or is a multi-step design workflow more suitable (defining the video/motion-related features in one tool and refining the visualization design details in another)? These all remain open questions.

An added problem in the support of a design workflow is the requirement of an underlying video with associated tracking data. In our case, the tracking data was prepared semi-automatically in that some data was extracted automatically, and other data had to be annotated by hand. For example, we had no computer vision algorithm that could detect a swimmer’s single stroke. Future tools will similarly have to rely on the availability of data or include possible manual annotation features. Systems such as iBall [20], for example, put a lot of effort into the development of a computer vision pipeline to track players and game information for embedding visualizations. When a future authoring tool needs to support multiple camera shots and movement, having tracking data synchronized and registered from all cameras becomes important. The tool complexity would further grow with the required need to detect or define perspective distortions of the scene so that visualizations can be embedded correctly.

Summary: We developed SwimFlow as a technology probe, and as such, it worked very well to elicit features of future technology to support design processes around embedded visualizations in sports videos. A big problem for fully-fledged tools will be the potential necessity to be visualization authoring tools, with video editing features, data tracking and editing possibilities, and new features for controlling how visualizations will be embedded in relation to the data referents.

C. Guidance on Effectiveness

In our work, we used a user-centered design process (survey, workshop, testing with designers) to prioritize the data and the visual representations to include in our technology probe. There are many more possibilities in terms of data but also visual representations to support. These can be, of course, added if our probe was turned into a future prototype. One potential future feature our technology probe did not concretely surface is the potential need to provide designers with guidance on how best to design embedded visualizations in motion. For static visualization design, the community has a large number of design recommendations for how to best represent data for different tasks and contexts, and even recommender tools [52–54] and catalogs [55], [56]. Yet, it is unclear if our current understanding of how effective visualizations are, still applies to motion contexts. As such, a future recommender system in this context would be based on little empirical evidence. Recent work [1] has started investigating the impact of motion on reading visualizations, but clearly, more work is needed to be able to provide concrete design recommendations for effective visualizations in motion.

Summary: In our study, we compared full-motion to a motion-limited design mode. The motion-limited mode is fundamentally the same as offering designers of embedded visualizations a screenshot as a design prop to create visualizations on. This would be a low-cost design alternative that does not necessarily require videos or all tracking data - but could simply use authoring and embedding features. Our study explored to what extent having the full-motion mode would be useful and why. Specifically, we found that the full-motion mode led to more diverse designs, less mental effort, a faster design process, reduced uncertainty / more confidence about the final design, and more satisfaction. The full-motion mode allowed the preview of dynamically updating data and gauging the potential visual overload of multiple embedded visualizations in motion. Interestingly, participants also changed representation types when they saw visualizations moving. Text became much less commonly used, indicating the difficulty of imagining what representations might look like when in motion. Finally, previewing motion was important for several participants who had misunderstood movement direction.

VII. Conclusions

We investigated how to design visualizations that may be attached to moving contexts, such as swimmers in a race. This type of embedding is becoming increasingly prevalent in sports videos to communicate metadata about athletes’ performance and race/game metadata. To explore the design context for visualizations in motion, we focused on swimming. We first identified the data swimming enthusiasts wanted to see in videos through an online survey. We then used this data in a design workshop to identify appropriate visualization designs that can be embedded in swimming videos and to see the first difficulties with low-fidelity prototyping. These designs were then used to inform the creation of SwimFlow a technology probe we built to understand how the motion contexts affect the design process of visualization designers.

Through this process, we provide insights about what data and visualizations are a good fit for the swimming context. More importantly, we identified how the motion context can greatly affect the visualization design process and choices. We discussed the more general challenges and open questions in adapting existing prototyping and visualization authoring practices for video contexts and pointed to a vast space to explore how to design situated visualizations in motion.

We invite more visualization researchers, as well as those who have an interest in motion features and context, to join in this emerging research direction. There are many factors to explore related to the perception of embedded visualizations in motion that may eventually lead to guidelines: various application scenarios in and outside of sports, different target audiences and their focus, the data, and, of course, the visualizations in motion themselves, among others.
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The pre-registrations for our (a) survey and (b) user study can be found at [1](https://osf.io/qdbhg) and [2](https://osf.io/fw7gj). Respectively. We also share our (a) survey structure, results, and analysis scripts; (b) sketches collected from the workshop; (c) user study results, including created designs in both static and video mode in video format; (d) recorded swimming videos under the authorization, as well as codes to create and combine videos; (e) source codes and demonstration video of SwimFlow; and other materials (appendix, ethics approval...) at [3](https://osf.io/nxyr4). SwimFlow can be accessed at [4](https://motion.isenberg.cc/Swimming/index).
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